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CORE
TECHNOLOGY
Leading Technology,
Designed for the Future
Leadsun is continually striving to provide our customers with
the most intelligent, contemporary and easy to install solar
powered products. Our ongoing focus and commitment to
technical innovation and quality makes us stand out from
our competitors. With unrivalled attention to detail and a
commitment to sustainability, we work in accordance with
the highest standards demanded from our relationships with
customers, the environment and the community.

#1

Lithium-Ion Battery System
Ultra-Powerful

LiFePO4 Battery System
Leadsun uses new-generation Lithium LiFePO4 batteries which are the
High temperature
heartbeat of all our Off-Grid lighting systems. The custom-built design
resistance
provides three times more storage and power capacity compared to
traditional Lead Acid batteries enabling maximum performance, reliability
and longevity, all within a limited space. Delivering sustained power without
excessive heat output, our battery system is eco-friendly, safe to use, and
can tolerate extreme temperatures from -20 to 60 degrees Celsius without
Light
decomposition.
weight

Stable
performance

Long life span
Eco- friendly

Unlike Lead Acid batteries, which have a limited capacity to store power,
Lithium-ion batteries require little maintenance, and are more resilient to
irregular discharging. These batteries have about six times the number of
cycles compared to Lead Acid batteries, with a life expectancy of more than
2000 cycles, compared to 300 to 500 cycles.
With its stand-out features, the lithium-ion battery is a far more appealing
option, and has essentially revolutionised the cost and efficiency of operating
and maintaining an Off-Grid solar powered energy system.

Batteries: Off-Grid Storage
Lead Acid

X
Only 20% to 50%
Usable Capacity
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Safe and
explosion-proof

Lithium Ion

VS
90% Usable
Capacity at any
discharge C-Rate
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SMART Controller
Ultra-Intelligent

Leadsun’s SMART Controller offers flexible accessibility, as the intelligent power adjustment function automatically modifies power
discharge according to the remaining energy, allowing it to prolong the lighting time. This in turn provides a more effective method
of lighting control, which minimises energy consumption and provides greater battery autonomy and operational reliability.
With a sleek, modular design, the convenient ‘plug and play’ design
of the SMART Controller is easy to change over, if ever required. With
smart mode control and intelligent power adjustment, the power supply
can be configured using a high precision DAC custom dimming profile,
which can be fully customised to various levels depending upon the
user’s requirements.

Wireless Networking Option
LEADSUN’s wireless networking option makes the outdoor
solar light smarter with ease of control, monitoring and remote
management capability.
Modular plug & play design makes for easy maintenance
or replacement
External USB programming port provides easy conﬁguration
for the working modes

Adaptive Intelligent Lighting Control
Featuring the ‘Smart-Eye’ PIR motion sensor, a new wave
in adaptive intelligent lighting control, Leadsun uses
the latest Panasonic passive-infrared motion sensor
technology to detect movement within several feet of the
unit. When the sensor is tripped, the unit automatically
regulates the output of the LED lamp, shifting it from
‘dim mode’ to ‘full-brightness’ until the motion is no
longer detected.
This smart feature not only preserves battery power, but
is the cornerstone of the security system, enhancing
visibility at night and allowing passive security within the
area of the lights.

SMART EYE
MOTION SENSOR

Intelligent Power Saving Mode
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#3

Monocrystalline Solar Module
Ultra-Performance

Generating more energy than conventional modules, due to its superior performance cells with EVA layers and anti-reflective coated
glass, our traditional solar module has superior spectral response, is highly reliable, and provides maximum efficiency in a minimum
unit area. The All-In-One solar module is made from the highest grade crystalline silicon. We recognise that mono-crystalline solar
modules have high efficiency rates and a prolonged life span, and we choose to only use the best materials in our designs.
With superior mechanical performance and durability in all types of weather and environmental conditions (ie. high temperatures,
high humidity, salt mist and ammonia resistant dust), this solar module is highly versatile and suitable for use across a wide
range of applications.

High Energy Yield
Generates more energy than conventional modules
due to superior performance cells with EVA layers
and anti-reflective coated glass
watts per connection

Maximum Value
Provides maximum performance & reliability with
minimum materials and labor
25-Year linear performance warranty
10-Year limited product warranty

All Weather Solution
Reliable performance in high temperature, high
humidity, salt Mist and ammonia resistant dust
and sand resistant
Superior mechanical performance, 5400Pa snow
load
2400Pa wind load

Glass
Glass
EVA
Solar Cel l
EVA
Back Board

Anti-reflective coated glass, high tensile
strength, no optical degradation, prolonged
life span, PID free and no snail trail effect,
temperature and humidity resistant.

Solar Cell
Superior spectral response and provides
maximum efficiency in minimum unit area.

EVA
Intensify light transmission prevents humidity
and dirt, provides excellent durability in all
weather conditions.
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Advanced LED Lighting System
Ultra-Efficient

The ultra-efficient and advanced LED lamp module from Leadsun is an intelligent lighting solution and utilises highly effective and
powerful ‘CREE’ XT-E series LED chips, which are renowned for providing industry leading ‘bright & crisp’ illumination for more
than 50,000 hours.

Superior Outdoor
LED Chps
Luminous efficacy
can reach up to
180Lm/W (@25°C)

Actual product
luminous efficacy over
150Lm/W (@4000K)

3mm thick 6030
aluminium substrate
provides excellent
heat dissipation.

Our newly designed LED module base uses a unique CNC production
technique and is fabricated from aluminium extrusion, which significantly
improves LED thermal heat dissipation by up to 115%. This improve the
longevity of the LED’s, guaranteeing greater long term system reliability.

Dimension : 11.2mm×11.2mm Thickness : 16mm Weight : 350g

Combined with the outstanding heat dissipation design,
the pure aluminium lamp base with sealed lens makes the
lighting more effective and aids in the longevity of the LED
chips.

The beam pattern is perfect for lane ways, pedestrian promenades, bicycle paths
as well as minor roads and parking lots.
IK08 High Impact Strength | High Luminous Efficacy | Excellent Anti U.V. Properties

The LED lens uses the highest quality U.V. stabilised
and polished Polycarbonate transparent material, a
substance which is durable, has exceptional impact
resistance. This provides ultra-efficient output
through optimised luminous efficacy and uniformity,
providing the ultimate in design flexibility.

Type 3
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The ‘Leadsun’ All-In-One Difference
ULTRON Series

Bi-Facial Solar Module
Anti-Bird Spike

LiFePO4 lithium-ion Battery
Smart-Controller

X Bracket

IP67 Quick-Connect
Cabling System
Bracket

Infrared Motion Sensor
LED Module

Programmable Smart-Controller
#CollectiveEnergy
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2.0

ULTRON Series
Bi-Facial
Solar Module

New Technology

Making rapid advancements in technology, Leadsun
has set the gold standard for innovative and easyto-install products within the Solar Lighting industry.
Leadsun continues to invest a significant amount of
R&D into adapting and fine-tuning their products,
including pioneering new intelligent, autonomous
technologies such as IOT wireless systems, battery
and solar panel innovations and Off-Grid
CCTV systems.

Leadsun’s newly developed dual layered (top & bottom) solar
module is a revolutionary and game-changing innovation now
available as part of Leadsun’s updated range of All-In-One solar
panels. The double-sided solar cells absorb reflected sunlight
from the underneath side of the solar light and generates up to
15% more energy than conventional solar lighting systems of the
same physical size.

Battery Heating Coming soon!
A long standing issue with all types of battery technologies is that
they do not perform optimally at subzero temperatures. Extreme
temperatures can result in sudden or severe capacity loss, slow
charging rates, and can render the battery unreliable.
Using advanced battery technology, the newly developed battery
heating system from Leadsun, automatically heats cold batteries
within freezing environments to temperatures as low
as -40°C.

The superior performance cells with EVA layers and anti-reﬂective
coated glass act to intensify light transmission, in turn providing
excellent durability in all weather conditions. These EVA layers
also play an important role in preventing Potentially Induced
Degradation (PID) - a detrimental aspect of some
solar modules, that can cause degradation of the power
output capacity.

Mono-crystalline
silicon solar panel

Over 20%

25 years life span

Double-sided solar panel
Generate power
from the dual sides
Maximise power
in limited space
Energy generation
increase by 8%-15%

Intelligent
controller

PVC Housing
Heat
insulating
material

Electronic Heating
Material
Lithium Battery Pack

Intelligent
temperature
control
module
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Double sided glass is also designed to reduce micro-cracking,
UV aging, degradation and corrosion, and its high transformation
efficiency means that maximum watts per connection
are achieved.
Whilst not available on the entire Leadsun range, the Dual
Layered All-In-One solar module has been trialled and thoroughly
tested, and proven to provide maximum performance and
reliability all year round.

Leadsun EDGE
Wireless Technology
Leadsun’s Internet of Things (IoT) connected Off-Grid Intelligent
Lighting Systems enables our solar powered street lights to
be interconnected via long-range 915MHz wireless LoRa radio
mesh technology. Delivered through Cloud Technology, users
can remotely monitor or configure lighting, manage energy
consumption, and detect failure warnings from any place in the
world, and at any time.

Remote On/Off
Control and Dimming
Adjustment

Time Clock for
flexible working
modes

Off-Grid CCTV
Our state-of-the-art solar powered CCTV system is
packaged in a neat modular structure – perfect for
protecting the essential parts of the system against extreme
cold and hot weather. With its waterproof and anti-dust
design, certiﬁed to IP65 requirements, the CCTV system is
well equipped to withstand the harshest
of weather conditions.

TRINITY Series

Remote Failure
Alert Warning
Camera
LED Lamp Head

GPS Asset
Mapping

Cloud Based
Management

System
Performance
Data Monitoring

Other significant features include the working mode function
switch, which helps to save energy consumption and prolong
the LED’s effective life span and battery autonomy, as well as
the GPS feature, which allows users to pinpoint lights on a Map
in real time in order to obtain lighting and location information.
This wireless technology is fully supported and maintained by
Leadsun, with easy monitoring and management of lighting
features achieved through the custom-designed Leadsun EDGE
app available on Android OS.

4G Router

• M
 aintains high brightness levels with minimal
video capture fading
• Increased storage space via Micro SD card port
• Sealed lenses made from strong UV protected PC,
providing superior durability and shock resistance.

For added security, a uniﬁed login password through the system
permission settings prevents unauthorised access, ensuring
greater safety and system reliability.

Internet
Mobile 4G
Internet

GPRS 4G Router
High-performance industrial
32-bit CPU and industrial
cellular module, embedded
real time operating system
with software support platform.
Supports Rs232 (or RS485/
RS422) and Ethernet port that
can conveniently connect Serial
and Ethernet devices, achieving
data transmission and routing
functions for a wide range of IoT
devices.
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Ultra-Efficient LED Light Fixtures
NEW PRODUCT

FREEDOM Series
Off & On Grid Connection
with built-in battery
Light Output
15W-80W

STANDARD Series
Light Output
10W-30W

ULTRON Series
Light Output
30W-120W

BOLLARD
Series
EDGE Bollard
NEW
PRODUCT

Off & On Grid Connection
Light Output
2W-10W

TRINITY Series

WIRELESS SECURITY
OFF-GRID CCTV SYSTEM
NEW PRODUCT
#CollectiveEnergy 7

